**Directions:**

**Card #1**

1. Trim a 3¾” x 3¾” piece from Holly & Mistletoe and adhere it to the front of the card.

2. From North Pole Express trim out the Santa postcard element and adhere it to the inside of the card leaving an even border along the top, left, and right side. Adhere from the die-cut pack the green leaves and red flourish to the bottom of the postcard as shown in the photo.

3. Using the chipboard star as a guide trace the star onto a piece of Believe in Magic paper and trim it out. Adhere to the chipboard star. (Trim any excess if necessary.)

4. Add the star to the front of the card base with foam adhesive, slightly tilted to the right.

5. Trim out the Santa postage stamp from North Pole Express and add to the upper right hand portion of the star using foam adhesive on the upper right hand side of the stamp. From the die cut pack add the small green leaves. (See photo for placement.)

6. Add foam adhesive to the back of the “Merry and Bright” die cut label and adhere to the top of the star flush with the left hand side of the card.

7. Trim out the Christmas Time border strip from North Pole Express and glue to the front of the envelope approximately ½” from the bottom edge. (Tip: add the full border strip to the envelope then trim off the excess.)

8. Trim out the reindeer package label from Jingle all the Way and add it to the border.

---

**Graphic 45® Supplies:**

1. ea Christmas Time 8x8 Paper Pad (4502118)
2. 1 pk Christmas Time Die-Cuts (4502124)
3. 1 pk Chipboard Stars (ADPSHAPE.16)
4. 1 pk Square Card Set & Envelopes—Kraft (ADP0404-6.357)

**Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:**

- Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder, wet & dry adhesives, foam adhesive, walnut stain ink

**Notes:**

- For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
- Measurements are width x height unless specified.
- Optional: Distress paper edges with distress ink before adhering to the card bases.
- The following instructions are for three cards. You can then use the remaining supplies provided in your kit to complete three additional cards if you desire.
Card #2
1. Trim a 3¾” x 3¾” piece of Believe in Magic and adhere to a card front.
2. From Christmas Time trim off the red border from the bottom and right hand side of the page and set aside for card #3.
3. From the B-side of Christmas Time trace the chipboard star. Cut out the star and add it to the chipboard star trimming off any excess. Add the star to the front of the card tilting it to the left.
4. Trim out another Santa stamp from North Pole Express and adhere to the card front using foam adhesive on the upper portion. (The bottom left corner of the stamp is adhered to the star.)
5. Add foam adhesive to the back of the train tag from the die cut pack and add it to the card front as shown.
6. Layer the Santa tag onto the train tag covering up the sentiment. (Make sure you add foam adhesive to the left portion of the tag for stability.)
7. Trim a 3⁄8” x 6” piece from the B-side of Christmas Time and add it to the front of the envelope along the bottom trimming off the excess.
8. Trim out the Greetings package tag from Jingle All the Way and layer it onto the border strip along the right hand side.
9. From North Pole Express trim out the train element and adhere it to the inside of the card leaving an even space along the top, left, and right hand side. Trim the reindeer border strip from Jingle All the Way and add it to the bottom section of the inside of the card. (See photo for placement.)

Card #3
1. Trim a 3¾” x 3¾” piece from Making Spirits Bright and adhere to card front.
2. From the B-side of Christmas Time cut a 2¾” x 2¾” square. Using the two red border pieces that we trimmed off earlier create a frame around the square. (Tip: add the strips to the opposite sides first, then the other two sides for a consistent look.) Add the framed square to the center front of the card.
3. From the B-side of Making Spirits Bright trace and cut out another star. Adhere to the chipboard star.
4. Layer a green flourish from the die cut pack to the upper left hand corner of the framed square.
5. Add the star with foam adhesive to the center of the square.
6. From the die cut pack add the “‘Tis the Season” ticket element to the left portion of the star and add the red Santa tag to the right hand portion with foam adhesive.
7. Trim a 3⁄8” x 6” piece from the B-side of Making Spirits Bright and add to the front of the envelope along the bottom portion. Trim off the excess.
8. Trim out the black package tag and adhere it onto the border strip.
9. From North Pole Express trim out the Santa playing the piano and adhere it to the inside of the card leaving an equal space along the top, left, and right hand sides. Trim out the “Love and Peace” tag from Jingle All the Way and add it to the Santa element. From North Pole Express trim out the “Love & Peace” green border strip and adhere it to the bottom portion.

Be sure to share your G45 creations on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest!